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Reduce operational cost and increase customer satisfaction 

Background

It is inevitable that customers will, at some point, experience an issue that will 

prompt them to seek customer support. The good news is that organizations can 

turn these potential detractors into loyal promoters if they can resolve the issue 

during the very first interaction. The risk of leaving increases 3X if a customer’s 

incident is not addressed—but if it is, effective customer support can become an 

extremely valuable strategic asset.

Support, however, is expensive, and a huge contributor to OpEx—and up to 

18% of all inquiries are technical issues. As we move from CSP to IP models, this 

number is bound to rise, bringing along high levels of service complexity with 

dire implications: the average handling time for network problems (versus, say, 

billing issues) is 2X, while escalation rates are up to 3X compared to non-technical 

inquiries.

Achieving the next level of customer support requires a technology that can 

contextualize customer inquiries with the likely drivers and detect anomalies to 

enable proactive issue resolution. This can only be realized by applying Machine 

Learning over massive sets of cross-functional events and data, to quickly identify 

the likely reason for the call and triage the issue more effectively in a personalized 

and engaging dialogue.

Guavus Smart Care

Guavus Smart Care is an analytically-powered, low-latency, ML-equipped 

operations analytics module that enables organizations to deliver real-time 

customer support. Its machine learning algorithms gather real-time insights from 

operational events and customer experience indicators to build precise customer 

profiles and determine the driving factors of depreciated experience. Guavus is 

agnostic to data collection, can integrate with existing Contact Centers and Self-

care modules, and offers 100% subscriber-level granularity, for:

• Contextual Care: Improves the knowledge of support agents at the time of interaction so 
that they can deliver effective, personalized service 

• Assisted Care: Assists support agents by diagnosing the likely reasons for customer 
inquiries 

• Preventative Care: Identifies customer-level issues and helps resolve problems before 
any human interaction is required

Guavus Smart Care   
Operations Analytics

FEATURES
Automated modeling to identify 
patterns driving customer support 

Customer propensity score to 
request service support 

Machine-learned potential root 
causes of customer issues 

Low-latency APIs to enable sub-
second, per-customer data access 
for call centers and self-service 
applications 

Dispatch monitoring and geo 
localization of field operations 

Integration of service 
performance and customer 
experience to field operations 

Mobile applications for field ops 
to access customer profile and 
dispatch
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Data Sources:

EDRs / DPI data 

(Flow  &  http)

TAS CDRs (VoLTE)

Call Detail Record 

(Voice, SMS, MMS, IMS) 

Device logs

CPE data (alarms, logs)

Agent notes

Customer support forum data 

Actions & Insights

Call triage

Translation of machine alerts and 

alarms to conversational language 

Remediation suggestions

Correlation of network-wide 

events to a subscriber

Language correlation

Incident prediction based on 

device type or firmware version

Zero touch digital support

Guavus
Smart Care

Reflex Analytics Fabric

Base Processing Layer

Guavus Reflex
Open
APIs

Open
APIs
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Guavus Smart Care

BENEFITS:

• Reduce average handle time (AHT) of calls, lower meantime-
to-repair (MTTR), increase first call resolution and decrease 
escalations by arming support agents with relevant information 
and the likely reason for the support request 

• Optimize triaging by quickly understanding the root cause of the 
issue 

• Reduce inbound call and chat volume through enablement of 
proactive actions such as automated SMS messages and IVR call 
deflections 

• Reduce ‘bill shock’ and customer support interactions by 
enabling self-service care that reveals bill and usage behavior at 
a granular level 

• Easily integrate with existing Customer Support platforms

FEATURES:

• Automated modeling to identify patterns driving customer support 

• Customer propensity score to request service support 

• Machine-learned potential root causes of customer issues 

• Low-latency APIs to enable sub-second, per-customer data access for call 
centers and self-service applications 

• Dispatch monitoring and geo localization of field operations 

• Integration of service performance and customer experience to field 
operations 

• Mobile applications for field ops to access customer profile and dispatch

• Mobile applications for field operations


